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ABSTRACT
News aggregators capably handle the large amount of news that is
published nowadays. However, these systems focus on identifying
and presenting important, common information in news, but do not
reveal di�erent perspectives on the same topic. Di�erences in the
content or presentation of news are referred to as media bias, which
can have severe negative e�ects. Given their analysis approach,
current news aggregators cannot e�ectively reveal media bias. To
address this problem, we present matrix-based news analysis (MNA),
a novel approach for news exploration that helps users gain a broad
and diverse news understanding by presenting various perspectives
on the same news topic. Additionally, we present NewsBird, a
news aggregator that implements MNA for international news
topics. �e results of a case study demonstrate that NewsBird
broadens the user’s news understanding while providing similar
news aggregation functionalities as established systems.
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INTRODUCTION

�e coverage of media outlets o�en exhibits media bias, e.g., due
to political interference, lobbyism, or ideological focus [49]. Not
only developing or autocratic countries, but also industrialized,
democratic nations are subject to media bias. For instance, in the
U.S., six corporations control 90% of the media [10], which results
in a high chance of media manipulation [14, 47]. Trust in media is
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Table 1: Di�erent headlines for the same event.
Source

Headline

CNBC [12]

Tank column crosses from Russia into Ukraine:
Kiev military
Moscow to Kiev: Stick to Minsk cease�re, stop
making false invasion claims

RT [44]

at a historical low, e.g., less than half of U.S. readers trust media
and think it is objective [17].
Table 1 shows the headlines of two related news articles from
November 7th, 2014, during the Ukraine crisis. While Western
media, such as CNBC, reported that Russian tanks crossed the
Ukrainian border, Russian media, such as RT, primarily portrayed
these reports as false claims or did not mention the event. �e
content and tone of the articles di�ered just as strongly as the
headlines suggest. One can assume that readers’ perception of the
event will di�er signi�cantly depending on which article they read.
Media bias has many, severe e�ects (cf. [5]). For example, a 2003
survey showed signi�cant di�erences in the presentation of information on US television channels. Fox News viewers were most
misinformed about the Iraq war. Over 40% thought that weapons
of mass destruction had been found in Iraq [28] – a false claim the
US government used as a justi�cation for the war.
Although more and more information from around the world
is available online and o�en at no cost, many news readers only
consult a small subset of news sources [36]. Reasons include the
overwhelming number of sources, language barriers, or simply
habit. �ese and further factors can cause a narrow news perspective
[34], and thus a skewed or incomplete perception of information.
News aggregators, such as Google News, enable news consumers
to quickly and conveniently overview the news landscape, and
explore important topics. As we show in Section 2, related systems
in the �eld that we term diverse news analysis aim to reduce media
bias by �nding di�erent perspectives on the same topic [35, 39, 40].
However, due to limitations of underlying natural language processing (NLP) methods, these systems su�er from practical limitations,
such as relying heavily on user feedback.
In this paper, we present a novel approach named matrix-based
news analysis (MNA) that consists of an analysis and visualization
approach that enables users to explore both common and di�erent
information in related articles. Our main goal is to reduce the e�ects
of media bias by presenting di�erent, possibly biased perspectives
on a topic. Our news aggregator NewsBird exempli�es MNA for
international news topics.
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Figure 1: Reasons and forms of media bias. Based on [39].

We structure the remainder of this paper as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of the research on media bias and news analysis,
particularly on news aggregation. Section 3 introduces MNA and
describes its analysis approach. MNA lays the groundwork for
the news aggregator NewsBird, which we present in Section 4.
Section 5 describes the �ndings of our evaluation.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Di�erences in News
Media bias can signi�cantly change people’s awareness and perception of topics. �is change can become critical for issues with high
social impact, such as elections [5] or people’s a�itude towards war
(cf. Section 1). Reasons for biased news coverage include internal
factors, such as that news consumers mostly want to receive con�rmatory information [19, 33], and external factors, such as that
journalists emphasize privately obtained information [4], or that
governments in�uence publishers in their favor [6]. Aside from
such intentional in�uences, unconscious in�uences called news
values also a�ect the news production process. For instance, an
accident with ten fatalities will be more important to readers living
closer to the location of the event, hence raising the likelihood of
the event being reported by local news outlets [22].
In the social sciences, di�erent perspectives in news coverage are
called frames. Social scientists use frame analysis [31] to inductively
�nd (new) frames in a set of news texts or to deductively �nd
evidence for assumed frames. Both approaches to frame analysis
require much manual e�ort and expertise on the topic.
Figure 1 depicts di�erent forms of media bias that can occur in
the news production process, in which publishers transform an
actual event into a news story [39]. During gathering, journalists
select events, sources, and the facts they want to present. �ese
selection processes bias the resulting news story. During writing,
journalists can a�ect the reader’s perception of a topic, e.g., through
word choice (whether the author uses a positive or negative word
to refer to an entity, such as “coalition forces” vs. “invasion forces”),
or by varying the credibility ascribed to the source [2, 19, 37].

�e third stage, editing, determines the (visual) presentation of
an article, e.g., through placement (a front-page article receives
the most a�ention). Finally, consumers read the news. Reading
may also yield di�erent perceptions of the event [3, 48], but this
in�uence is beyond the focus of this paper.
In conclusion, media bias is a structural, o�en intentional, �aw
inherent to news publishing [13] and can critically impact people’s
opinions and decisions. Before Section 2.3 describes related work on
diverse news analysis to reduce the e�ects of media bias, Section 2.2
introduces some background knowledge on news aggregators and
their underlying analysis methods. Section 2.4 then describes the
technical challenges that lead to poor media bias identi�cation and
bias reduction in such systems.

2.2

News Aggregation

�is section gives a brief introduction to news aggregation, a stateof-the-art approach to let readers overview the large amount of
news that is produced nowadays. �e analysis pipelines of most
news aggregators �nd the most important news and summarize
them for users. �is typically involves the following steps, cf. [15]:
(1) Data gathering, i.e. crawl articles from news websites.
(2) Article extraction from raw website data.
(3) Grouping, i.e. �nd and group related articles about the
same topic or event.
(4) Summarization of related articles.
(5) Visualization, e.g., present the most important topics to
users.
For the �rst two steps, gathering and extraction, established and
reliable methods are available, e.g., as part of web crawling frameworks [32]. Articles can be extracted using naive approaches, such
as website speci�c wrappers [38], or more generic methods using
content heuristics [27]. Integrated aggregation systems combine
the �rst two steps and provide additional functionality. For example,
news-please supports full website extraction, i.e. collecting all articles of a news outlet by providing only a root URL [21]. �e main
objective of the grouping step is to identify topics and use them to
categorize articles. To accomplish these tasks, established systems
typically employ topic modeling, e.g., using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [8] as for instance applied in the Europe Media Monitor
[7], or clustering methods, such as hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) as used in [30, 39]. Articles are then summarized using
a broad spectrum of methods ranging from simple TF-IDF-based
scores to complex approaches considering redundancy and order
of appearance, such as MEAD [42].
Established news aggregators, such as Google News, have similar user interfaces, which typically show a list of topics ordered
by relevance to the user query or by topic frequency. For each
topic, such news aggregators select the most representative article
during the summarization step, and visualize the results for the
user by displaying an article’s headline and lead paragraph, as well
as related articles. Some systems use less conventional user interfaces. E.g., newsmap features a two-level treemap to show news
categories and topics [51]. Hirarchie shows a topic hierarchy in
a sunburst diagram to let users explore di�erent semantics of a
topic [46]. Aside from commercial news aggregators, the scienti�c
community has developed various approaches that analyze and
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aggregate news. Most relevant to our goal of broadening a user’s
news perspective are Newsblaster, which is one of the �rst academic
news aggregators [30], the Europe Media Monitor, which improves
automatically aggregated news through manual revision [7], and
PNS, a news aggregator that provides user personalization [38].
�e presented analysis pipeline (see also [27, 36, 7]) enables news
aggregators to process the vast amount of news produced every day.
�eir large user base as well as the retrieval performance and the
usability scores such systems achieved in scienti�c evaluations [36,
7] indicate the maturity of the systems and the analysis approach.
However, no news aggregator focuses on revealing di�erences
between related articles [39] and few systems o�er functionality
that could be used for this purpose (see Section 2.4). �us, users of
established news aggregators are subject to media bias [9, 50].

2.3

Diverse News Analysis

�is section presents approaches and systems to reduce the e�ects
of media bias – a feature missing in established news aggregators
despite being requested by the users of such systems [35].
Traditional e�orts to broaden readers’ understanding of news
rely on manual analysis and presentation. Popular presentation
formats include the opposite editorial, in which two or more authors
argue in favor of opposing positions on a topic, and the press review,
in which news outlets present a summary of statements of di�erent
publishers on the same topic.
Systems to support the task that we name diverse news analysis aim at �nding and presenting di�erent perspectives on a topic.
NewsCube uses so called aspect-level browsing to enable users to
view di�erent perspectives on political topics [39]. An aspect represents a semantic component of a news topic. �e approach follows
the work�ow described in Section 2.2, but includes a novel grouping
phase: NewsCube extracts aspects from each article using keywords
and syntactical rules. �e systems then weights aspects according
to their position in the article using the inverted pyramid concept:
the earlier an aspect appears in the article, the more important
the aspect is considered to be. NewsCube then performs HAC to
group related articles. �e o�ered visualization is similar to other
aggregators, but additionally shows di�erent aspects of a selected
topic. �e experiments of Park et al. showed that NewsCube users
became aware of such perspectives, and subsequently read more
articles containing the respective aspects.
NewsCube 2.0 uses a manually curated list of publishers to show
the perspectives on a selected topic. �e system also enables users
to collaboratively extend and improve the assumed publisher perspectives [40]. �e evaluation of NewsCube 2.0 showed that the
diversity and usefulness of information highly depend on the quality of users’ feedback and can vary strongly if only partially related
articles are presented as related.
Sideline uses blogs that were manually classi�ed according to
their political orientation to identify di�erent perspectives on political topics [35]. To assess an article’s orientation, Sideline determines how many blogs of each orientation link to the article. �e
approach measurably reduces the readers’ tendency of sharing the
perspective that is most frequently presented. A related approach
proposed by Park et al. uses the sentiment of readers’ comments to
estimate the political slant of a news article [41].
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Comparative or contrastive news summarization methods let users
view both common and di�ering sections in groups of related articles (see Section 2.4). However, summarization methods for news
texts achieve poor results due to a missing alignment of comparable
sections [15] or processing topics instead of articles on a topic [25].

2.4

NLP Methods in News Analysis

A major reason for the inability of today’s news aggregators to
identify media bias is the poor performance of current NLP methods in identifying semantic di�erences in news [39]. Classic NLP
techniques typically rely on statistics and are “[…] just a �rst step
towards natural language understanding” [11]. For instance, even
clearly opposing articles, such as the two articles in Table 1, have a
high cosine similarity when expressed as TF-IDF vectors, because
articles on the same topic share many topic-speci�c keywords.
�e semantic analysis of news using current NLP methods is
particularly challenging, because semantic di�erences in news are
o�en encoded subtly due to the requirement for journalistic objectivity [18]. While sentiment analysis yields good results for texts
in which authors explicitly state their opinion, such as product
reviews [24], the results for news texts are not satisfactory [37].
Employing sentiment analysis to �nd articles that di�er in their
coverage, e.g., articles that report either positively or negatively on
a politician, typically yields poor results.
While some approaches that aim at revealing di�erences among
news or more generally text documents exist, these approaches
su�er from the aforementioned limitations of NLP methods. For
example, comparative summarization methods list the most important common and di�ering information in multiple news articles
[15] or topics [25]. However, the quality of section alignment requires further improvement before these techniques allow for an
e�ective comparison [15]. Another approach uses recursive topic
modeling to �nd di�erent (semantic) components of a topic [46].
�e resulting topic components are not always meaningful, but
represent arti�cial subtopics.
In summary, the vast majority of methods for the automated
analysis of text semantics are highly domain-speci�c or use case speci�c, require much manual e�ort, e.g., for creating suitable
ontologies, or perform poorly in �nding meaningful di�erences.
�us, we conclude that the exclusive utilization of state-of-the-art
NLP techniques is not su�cient to identify the subtle semantic
di�erences in news.

2.5

Discussion

Media bias can cause a strong misperception of information and
events, especially when the presentation of information is intentionally biased. Readers can reduce the e�ects of media bias by
reading articles that present di�erent perspectives on the same
event. However, most people consult very few news sources. Established news aggregators present information that related news
articles have in common, instead of revealing information that differs between the articles. Yet, there are approaches that can reduce
media bias e�ects by broadening users’ understanding of news
topics. �ese approaches, however, su�er from several practical
limitations, such as being restricted to the analysis of one news
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category [35, 39], requiring manually created knowledge bases [40],
and being �ne-tuned for speci�c analysis tasks.

3

MATRIX-BASED NEWS ANALYSIS

In this section, we introduce matrix-based news analysis (MNA), a
generic news exploration approach that follows the analysis work�ow of news aggregators explained in Section 2.2, but includes an
additional step before the grouping phase.
MNA reveals di�erent perspectives in news by structuring news
articles in a two-dimensional matrix, whose elements show what
entity i (row) states about entity j (column). �e dimensions of the
matrix can encode arbitrary entities ranging from politicians to the
whole media landscape of countries or regions. Rows and columns
can encode di�erent entity types. In the example shown in Figure 2,
the matrix elements show the main content that the media in one
country report about another country, i.e. what a reader from one
country would typically read about another country.
To reveal the relations between the chosen entities, MNA groups
news articles into the cells of a matrix created upon user request.
We call articles that have been assigned to a cell cell documents.
MNA then summarizes the topics of the articles in each cell. For
example, for an international news topic, such as an armed con�ict,
spanning a matrix over countries (publisher country ⇥ mentioned
country) will likely yield highly diverse content in the resulting
cells, particularly if the countries involved in the con�ict are included. �e example of the Ukraine crisis presented in Section 1
demonstrates the idea of the approach. We showed that countries
have very di�erent perspectives on the same event (cf. table 1).
Figure 3 depicts the analysis work�ow of MNA. �e �rst two
steps of the approach - data gathering and article extraction - create
or update the database of news articles either as a one-time or as
a recurring process. �is paper focuses on the description of the

novel components of MNA. For the following description, we thus
assume that a dataset of news articles exists.
To start the analysis, the user has to de�ne the analysis scope
(see also Section 4.3), primarily by specifying the query date and
the dimensions. For ge�ing an overview of today’s events and
ge�ing more detailed information for a speci�c event, which are
the most common use cases in news consumption, the user is not
required to enter information, since MNA provides default values
for this purpose. For instance, a reader from a European country is
assumed to be primarily interested in events and media coverage
in Western countries occurring on the current day.
�e �rst step in the analysis work�ow, matrix initialization,
spans a matrix over the two chosen dimensions, and �nds the cell
documents for each cell. For the example of news coverage on the
Ukraine crisis, the cell of the publisher country Russia (row) and
the mentioned country Ukraine (column), herea�er denoted with
RU-UA, contains all articles that have been published in Russia and
mention Ukraine.
�e grouping step collects related articles, i.e. articles that report
on the same topic. MNA uses the documents in all cells of the
matrix to �nd topics.
Finally, the summarization step generates the following three
summaries: (1) a topic summary for each topic: MNA considers all
documents containing the topic to create this summary; (2) a cell
summary for each cell: MNA considers all documents in a cell to
create this summary; (3) a cell topic summary for each topic present
in one cell: MNA considers all cell documents containing the topic
to create this summary.
MNA yields the matrix depicted in Figure 2 – each cell contains
one or more weighted topics and the corresponding summaries.
Users can control the analysis process, especially by de�ning the dimensions of the matrix. MNA provides a set of default dimensions,
but also lets users add and interactively re�ne dimensions. �is
feature o�ers two main advantages over existing approaches: while
MNA does not require user input to support revealing di�erent perspectives, users can improve the analysis results by incorporating
their knowledge. For instance, a user might be aware of di�erences
in the coverage of certain news outlets, and hence could span a
matrix over these outlets and the countries they mention.
Compared to established approaches, the work�ow of MNA
enables a �exible analysis of di�erent news categories, various
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analysis questions, and lets users control the analysis process by
incorporating their domain-knowledge.

4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: NEWSBIRD
4.1 System Overview
NewsBird is a news aggregator that enables diverse news analysis.
Currently, NewsBird focuses on international news. To overcome
the issues of media bias described in Section 2.1, NewsBird implements MNA as shown in Figure 3. �e next Sections describe the
capabilities of the system and how we realized them. �e description follows the MNA analysis approach described in Section 3.

4.2

4.3

Analysis Scope

�e analysis scope consists of a base query and an optional custom
query. �e base query speci�es the date range to be analyzed and
the two dimensions of the matrix. Each dimension consists of
a list of values, e.g., the publishing countries. Specifying a date
range enables users to also analyze news events in the past. Some
established systems also o�er this feature, but typically provide
fewer analysis options for past news. For instance, Google News
simply lists corresponding articles for a query in the past, rather
than showing the main user interface that is exclusively available
for events on the current day. �e custom query, allows users to
enter keywords to restrict the analysis to a certain topic.

4.4

and the cell query. �e cell query will exclusively retrieve documents that meet the criterion speci�ed by the dimension values.
For instance, the cell query of RU-UA will only retrieve documents
published in Russia that mention Ukraine.
For each cell, the system retrieves 100 cell documents to form a
representative sample of all cell documents, while limiting the time
required for the subsequent topic extraction and summarization
steps. If no documents match a cell’s query, the cell will be omitted from further processing and displayed without content in the
visualization.
NewsBird currently supports the following dimension types:
(1) Publisher country: documents published in a speci�c
country. To determine the publisher country, we use the
metadata available in the dataset.
(2) Mentioned country: documents that mention a speci�c
country. NewsBird checks if the speci�c country name
occurs in the document’s lead paragraph. Alternatives
we explored include checking the title, which yielded low
recall, and checking the main text, which yielded low precision. To increase the recall, we applied query expansion
(using DBpedia and WordNet), but received mixed results,
which is why query expansion is currently disabled.
(3) Time-range: to explore how news coverage changes over
the time.

Data Gathering and Article Extraction

�e current version of NewsBird uses a �xed dataset instead of
performing data gathering and article extraction, since the system
currently focuses on demonstrating the novel components of the
MNA approach. �e dataset originates from the Europe Media
Monitor [1] and consists of 1.6 million articles gathered from approx.
4,000 publishers from over 100 countries during the period October
to November 2014. Articles are available in various languages.
We translated all non-English articles to English using a machine
translation service1 . Translating articles was necessary to cope
with the limitations of NLP technologies we employ, such as topic
modeling, which is signi�cantly less reliable when performed across
languages. �e quality of machine-translated text is lower than the
quality of manually translated text, yet o�en high enough for IR
tasks [15, 16] and su�cient for our purpose.
Each article in the dataset contains a title, a lead paragraph,
content, i.e. the main text, publishing date, and other metadata.
Since the dataset covers many sources from di�erent countries,
we consider it suitable for �nding various, potentially contrary
news perspectives for a given topic. We parsed the dataset and
stored the resulting documents in an Apache Lucene index. Lucene
performs state-of-the-art text preprocessing, such as tokenization,
lowercasing, stop word removal, and stemming [23].

Matrix Initialization

NewsBird constructs the matrix for a given analysis scope, i.e. retrieves the speci�c values of each dimension, converts each value
into a query constraint, and �lls the cells in the matrix. For each cell,
NewsBird constructs a query that is a conjunction of the base query
1 h�ps://www.microso�.com/en-us/translator/translatorapi.aspx
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�e two country dimensions enable users to comparatively explore
international news topics. �e time-range dimension allows users
to analyze the development of one or more topics over time, e.g.,
by showing one day in each column. To support more news categories, additional dimensions can be easily added to the system
(see Section 6).

4.5

Topic Extraction to Find Related Articles

NewsBird employs LDA to extract a list of topics from the matrix
and assigns documents with identical topics to the same group. To
extract topics, NewsBird performs four subtasks.
�e �rst subtask is text extraction. We consider the full content
(see Section 4.2) of each document, since LDA performs be�er on
longer texts, as they have an increased chance of topic-de�ning
term co-occurrences.
�e second subtask is the actual topic modeling. �e input to this
subtask are the texts that have been extracted from all articles in all
cells. �e parameter con�guration of LDA is crucial for the quality
of topics. For a m ⇥ n matrix, we set the number of topics to mnk,
where k controls the granularity of resulting topics. In all our tests,
we achieved the best results with k = 2, as this allows each cell to
have one or two cell-speci�c topics, i.e. topics that semantically
represent the main content of the cell’s documents. NewsBird
performs 1,500 LDA iterations, the smallest number that yields
stable results in our system. We set the Dirichlet hyperparameters
= = 0.0001 to stimulate the creation of cell-speci�c topics in
each document and thus in each cell, cf. [20]. LDA then generates
a list of topics and their weighted mappings to the cell documents.
Finally, we average the weights of each cell’s documents to obtain
a weighted mapping of topics to cells.
�e third subtask is post-processing the resulting topics and mappings. �eoretically, each cell contains a weighted proportion of all
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topics – most of them with a weight of ⇡ 0. �us, we remove all
improbable topics (weight < 0.2) from a cell. Similarly, we remove
all improbable terms from a topic (weight < 0.002). We do not
merge similar topics.
�e fourth subtask is grouping documents using the extracted
topics. We do not use the original cell documents retrieved in the
matrix initialization task, since they only satisfy the cell query.
Instead, for each cell, we construct a cell topics query to �nd documents that satisfy the cell query and represent the previously
extracted main topics of a cell. �is query consists of weighted
topic sub-queries, one for each of the cell’s topics. Each of the
topics consists of the topic’s 15 highest weighted terms, of which
at least 7 must be contained in a document to be retrieved. �is
parametrization is a trade-o� between precision and recall. �e
resulting documents are the cell summarization documents. Users
can modify all parameters in the visualization.

4.6

Summarization

NewsBird uses the sum of TF-IDF and topic weights to form the
summary score. For each cell, we take all cell summarization documents (shown in Figure 2), and compute summary scores for each
of the following three textual dimensions. First, the score of each
token w is calculated as:
’
s(w, D) =
TF-IDF(w, d, D)
(1)
d 2D

where d is a document in a set of documents D. A�er computing the
scores of each token, we calculate the score of a phrase or sentence
p as:
’
S(p, D) =
s(w, D)
(2)
w 2p

While the sentence score S(p, D) represents the descriptiveness of a
sentence p in its document set D [43, 45], we provide the summary
score S(p, D,T ) that additionally takes into account the sentences’
relation to the cell’s topics:
’
’
S(p, D,T ) = S(p, D)
c(t)
t(w, t)
(3)
t 2T

w 2p

where c(t) is a function that returns the weight of a topic t in the
current cell and t(w, t) returns the term w’s weight in topic t. We set
the constant = 9400 to balance the unnormalized topic weights
and TF-IDF scores.
To improve the quality of summaries, we adjust scores using
rules from [29], such as lowering the score if a sentence starts
with a conjunction. Such sentences o�en refer to the previous
sentence, without whom they cannot be interpreted by the user, e.g.,
“However, the politician disagreed with that statement.” Also, we
discard all sentences shorter than 30 characters to remove frequent,
yet document-speci�c sentences, such as “Copyright by RT”. By
default, we only consider the �rst ten sentences of each document,
since these convey the most descriptive information [39]. �e
limitation also increases the speed of computation. We then rank
tokens and sentences of a cell according to their score.
In addition to the previously described cell summaries, NewsBird
also summarizes each of the topics itself.
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4.7

Visualization

�e �rst step in the exploration process is to de�ne the analysis
scope. A�er the system has completed the analysis de�ned by the
analysis scope, results are visualized as shown in Figure 4. Users
can start the news exploration by ge�ing on overview of the news
landscape. �e topic list, component (A) in Figure 4, aids the user in
quickly reviewing extracted topics. If users �nd a topic of interest,
they can use the matrix view (B) to comparatively explore the
individual cells that are relevant to that topic. By default, each cell
shows the summary of its main topic. �e user can interactively
choose other topics from the topic list. NewsBird also enables users
to re�ne the analysis scope (C). For instance, if users seek more
detailed information on a topic, they can re�ne the custom query
(see Section 4.3). �ey can either specify a topic or select a topic
from the list (A).
�e topics in the list are ordered by their importance, i.e. by
default according to the number of cells in which they occur. Similar
to established systems, NewsBird shows a summary for each topic.
We use the summary of the title extracted during the summarization
task. Below the title, we show an excerpt of the lead paragraph,
and a thumbnail. Users can also view the summaries of related
articles. If the user selects a topic, NewsBird will re-sort the matrix
so that cells containing this topic are placed nearby, which enables
e�cient comparison as shown in Figure 7.
�e matrix is the main component of the visualization and allows
users to comparatively explore perspectives on topics of interest.
To quickly get an overview and map topics from the topic list to
the matrix, each cell’s background color matches the color of the
cell’s main topic in the topic list. Each cell displays the highest
scoring summary of its main topic, by default, selected from the
title value. If users hover over a cell, a popup windows will show
more information, such as the lead paragraph and a picture of the
cell’s main topic.
�e two major components of NewsBird’s user interface, the
matrix view and the topic list, depicted in Figure 4, are visually
and interactively connected. For instance, if the user hovers over a
cell in the matrix, only the cell’s topics will be shown in the topic
list. If a user selects a topic in the topic list, all cells in the matrix
containing this topic are placed together and display information
on the selected topic. �e components bar (top) enables the user to
open panels that allow to control the query and the visualization.

5

EVALUATION

�is section describes a case study with three use cases that demonstrate the capabilities of NewsBird. To illustrate its performance in a
real world news consumption context, we conducted the case study
with a Google News user. We collected observational and thinkaloud-data, and conducted a follow-up interview during which the
user assessed the subjective experience while using the system. �e
dataset for this study contained over 33,000 news articles from November 7th, 2014, covering major news topics of that time, such as
the Ukraine crisis and the Brexit discussions. �roughout the study,
the user followed the news exploration work�ow (see Section 4.7)
without being instructed to do so or being aware of it.
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Figure 4: Main user interface of NewsBird.

Figure 5: Topic list excerpt (�rst topic is expanded).

5.1

News Topic Overview

�e primary use case of a news aggregator is to provide users with
an overview of today’s most important news topics. �e user in our
case study started the interaction with the wish to inform himself
about general news and events on November 7th, 2014. First, he
scanned the topic list and got interested in the most frequent topic,
the Russian tank invasion (�rst topic in Figure 5). To get additional
information, he clicked on the list item to view four supplementary
summaries from related articles for this topic.
With the topic list being sorted by importance, it is typically not
necessary to view the entire list, as relevant information is likely to
be found on the top of the list. However, due to his general interest
in international news, the user decided to get a broad overview and
started to browse through the entire topic list. He continued reading
the top-ranked headlines of three additional topics, covering the
UK pay back discussion (second topic in Figure 5) and two other

Figure 6: Article list excerpt (third article is expanded).
topics related to Russia and Ukraine. Having a personal interest in
the Ukraine, the user started to explore coverage on the Ukraine
crisis and decided to search for more information on this topic.
�e user sought to get a deeper understanding of the topic by
reading the articles shown in the article list (Figure 6). To further
explore the topic, he opened several articles from their original
websites and reviewed the complete articles.
�e user reported that he got an overview about the most important topics for that day similar to the way he would have completed
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Figure 7: Sorted matrix to facilitate topic exploration.

that task using current news aggregators. Furthermore, he was able
to quickly view additional details via the stepwise expandability of
NewsBird’s topic and article list.

5.2

Broadening News Perspectives

A�er ge�ing aware of the news situation in the �rst use case, the
user was particularly interested in the Ukraine crisis and wanted
to get a broader understanding of the invasion accusations. Using
the action Sort matrix by this topic from the context menu in the
topic list, NewsBird rearranged the cells in the matrix view so that
topic-related cells were placed nearby to facilitate their comparison.

Figure 7 shows an excerpt of the matrix that was displayed to the
user, sorted by the turquoise Ukraine crisis topic.
�e user recognized that all Western countries reported similarly
on Russia’s tank invasion into the Ukraine. However, the matrix
also revealed to him that the invasion was much less frequently
mentioned in Russia’s media landscape. Instead, Russian media
coverage of the Ukraine crisis primarily reported that Russia is
commitment to the “Peace Process in East Ukraine” (see RU-UA in
Figure 7), which is contrary to Western news coverage. He noticed
that �nding such information is not supported in established news
aggregators. Note that the RT headline from Table 1 is not displayed
in cell RU-UA, as it represents a perspective that is comparably less
frequent than the ”Peaces Process” perspective that the cell in
Figure 7 shows. To see details on these contradictory statements,
the user hovered over corresponding cells to reveal summaries of
their main articles. While each cell shows a summary of its main
topic, the other topics of the cell can be viewed within the topic list
described in Section 5.1.
For a deeper understanding of the di�erences in reporting, the
user started to analyze the individual articles for corresponding
cells. First, he wanted to investigate what media in Great Britain
reported about the speci�c topic and Russia. He switched to the
article list of the chosen topic, published in Great Britain and mentioning Russia. From there, he opened three articles on their original
webpages to get all available information. A�er he realized that
the major coverage in England unanimous, he switched back to the
matrix visualization to see where the reporting from other countries di�ers. Via the context menu functionality Open top article,
the user jumped to the most important articles covering this topic
published in Germany, the U.S., and Russia. Doing so con�rmed the
initial �nding: while Western media reported that Russian troops
have already crossed the border, the headlines of Russian articles
report the contrary. �e user noted that Russian media claim that
statements of “Allegations of Russian Troops advancing towards
Ukrainian boarder” are unfounded. Even more, they insist on Russia’s commitment to peace towards eastern Ukraine (see Figure 6,
second article) and that the Ukrainian military does not stick to
the cease�re agreement (third article), resulting in the war forcing
Ukrainian citizens to leave the country (last article).
Established news aggregators do not reveal these di�erent perspectives as they only show media from the user’s country and summarize common information. However, with the help of NewsBird,
the user was able to e�ectively �nd these intra-topic di�erences,
and thus broaden his news perspective. Ultimately, he reported
that his interaction with NewsBird made him particularly aware of
the e�ects of media bias.

5.3

Constraining the Analysis Scope

A�er the in-depth analysis of the di�erent perspectives on the
Ukraine crisis, the user got interested in another topic that happened in November 2014: the 25th anniversary of the Fall of the
Berlin Wall. Compared to the Ukraine crisis, which was relevant
to many countries, the Berlin wall topic was much less frequent
in international news. Only three matrix cells contained this topic,
which is not enough for the user to get a deep understanding of this
topic in an international context. To broaden the understanding
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of infrequent topics, such as the Fall of the Berlin Wall, users can
de�ne a custom query (see Section 4.3). Via the topic list context
menu Search for this topic, the user launched a new query using the
same analysis scope as for the �rst two use cases, but restricted the
resulting documents to the chosen topic.
In the resulting matrix, the user noted that France and Ukraine
were no longer displayed as publishing countries, as they published
no articles on this topic. While scanning the topics in the cells, he
realized that many countries mention the former Soviet statesman
Gorbachev. �e user got interested in how particularly Gorbachev
is involved in the 25th anniversary and changed to the article list
of RU-DE on this topic. �e �rst article revealed that Gorbachev
opened an exhibition devoted to the Fall of the Berlin Wall.
Although the topic on the Fall of the Berlin Wall entails much less
controversy in reporting than the Ukraine crisis, using NewsBird’s
topic control enabled the user to broaden his perspective on the
topic by reading di�erent and diverse information. Again, the
concept of ge�ing aware of perspectives in di�erent countries is
an enrichment inherent to NewsBird that also helps to identify the
presence – or here absence – of (strong) media bias.

6

DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

While MNA is a general analysis approach focusing on the reduction
of media bias, NewsBird currently only supports the exploration
of international news topics. Our future research will focus on
the generalization of the matrix initialization phase to support
further news categories. We seek to �nd additional properties in
news articles that indicate which dimensions will maximize the
expected diversity of cells in the matrix for a given news situation.
Approaches to achieve this goal could be to ask users to set contrary
sources in relation [40], or to identify text characteristics in di�erent
articles and subsequently comparing such di�erences on article and
sub-article level, cf. [39]. A �rst task, however, will be to develop
dimensions that enable the comparative analysis of further news
categories. For instance, by dividing articles using pre-de�ned
groups of news sources, e.g., sources that o�en publish the same
perspective or sources that use similar slant. Such information could
also be calculated automatically. Dimensions could also simply
divide articles by publisher, e.g., if the user wants to get an overview
of how speci�c publishers portray an event. �is could help to
reveal di�erent perspectives for news topics that only a few articles
report on, e.g., on local politics.
Correctly mapping the mentioned country is crucial for the
matrix initialization phase. While a user can easily derive this information, it is nontrivial to derive via NLP. Our naive method
achieves good results, but cannot handle synonyms and semantically similar phrases. We tested basic query expansion techniques
using DBpedia and WordNet, but achieved mixed results. Also, we
want to investigate additional use cases and visualizations for the
time-range dimension.
Topic extraction is an important task of our analysis. We noticed
that for matrices with mn
40, cells with few documents will not
have their own topic, but rather a topic from other cells. Increasing
k helps to solve this issue, but we want to investigate di�erent LDA
con�gurations, such as number of cell documents and document
length, too. Disadvantages of probabilistic models, such as LDA, are
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topic stability and reproducibility. �e evaluation showed that our
implementation sometimes shows imprecise, e.g., duplicate, topics.
�us, we also want to investigate other clustering techniques.
Our summarization method achieves good results, but does not
fully exploit the potential of MNA. We want to investigate how we
can use ideas from multi-document summarization for matrix-based
summarization, e.g., by reducing inter-cell redundancy, which could
further broaden a user’s news understanding.
MNA is built around structuring and analyzing articles and topics
in a matrix, which is why the �rst implementation of NewsBird
uses a matrix to visualize the analysis results. Our evaluation has
shown that this rather simple visualization already enables users
to identify and learn di�erent information of a topic. Similar to
established systems, NewsBird’s matrix gives an overview of the
general news situation. However, we want to examine di�erent
visualizations to improve usability. For example, for coverage on
international news topics that likely di�ers between countries, a
geo-visualization may achieve be�er results.
In the evaluation, we investigated the three main use cases that
we see for NewsBird. �e task of giving an overview about important current topics is common in news aggregation. NewsBird
supports the user with a suitable topic selection and relevant details
on demand. �e implementation of our MNA concept supports
broader news awareness by displaying di�erent information. Topic
control further enriches the analytical capabilities of NewsBird
by le�ing users narrow down the results to a chosen topic, again
organizing the information in countries for be�er comparison.
To perform MNA on more articles, we want to integrate newsplease, an integrated crawler and extractor for news articles [21].
news-please can monitor a website’s RSS feed and automatically
extract the most recent articles.
Lastly, we want to investigate more use cases for MNA. We think
that the MNA analysis concept can be applied to any data that
expresses a relation between two entities, such as emails, e.g., the
Enron Email Dataset [26], and other messages. MNA could also be
used to analyze product reviews, e.g., by spanning a matrix over
publishers and products or features of one product.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce matrix-based news analysis (MNA), a
novel news exploration approach that reveals di�erent perspectives
in news to reduce e�ects of media bias. MNA groups news articles
into the cells of a matrix spanned over two dimensions, which are
selected to maximize the expected diversity in the resulting cells.
For instance, the analysis of what is stated in one country about
another country can help to understand international news topics
while reducing media bias by revealing di�erent perspectives of
the (involved) countries.
We also present NewsBird, an extensible news aggregator that
implements MNA to explore international news topics. In our
evaluation, we demonstrated that NewsBird is capable of giving
users an overview of news topics, while also highlighting di�erent
perspectives on those topics.
In our case study, we found evidence that the NewsBird approach broadens the reader’s news perspective in everyday use
cases and makes users aware of media bias and its e�ects on news
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coverage. NewsBird organizes news content with regard to inherent
a�ributes, e.g., publisher and mentioned country, and visualizes this
information to reveal diverse and controversial information that
can hardly be found using established news aggregators. �e �rst
implementation of NewsBird already achieves promising results,
which motivate us to continue our research on the identi�cation
of media bias. Our primary direction for future research will be to
generalize NewsBird to support additional news categories.
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